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When It’s Critical.
A trusted name for over three decades, Ferno Australia has been proudly supplying high performance safety, emergency and
rescue devices across a wide range of industries. To maintain Ferno Australia’s excellent reputation for product quality and
reliability, the company has attained ISO 9001:2000 Quality Certification and has the ‘five ticks’ Standards Mark licence, the
most recognised certification mark in Australia. Ferno has also achieved accreditation in AS/NZS4488.1 Industrial Rope Access
Systems - Specifications (1997) and AS/NZS1891.1. This enables Ferno Australia to test products to the National Association
of Testing Authorities (NATA) standard and makes Ferno one of only six NATA accredited testing labs in Australia, certified to
conduct testing under these standards.
Today, Ferno Australia distributes a complete line of mission critical products around the globe, many of which are now the
industry standard for their application owing to their unmatched quality, reliability and safety record. With more than 1,000
height safety products now available and around 10,000 products across our entire range, customers can be sure Ferno will
have the required solution for any scenario where personnel safety is at risk.

Fall Protection Design and Consultancy
Ferno Australia provides a complete technical service from initial
consultation through to design, installation, training and certification.
During this process, Ferno draws upon its expertise to select the
product that best meets your design needs while considering the
building structure, architectural and aesthetic requirements.
Ferno’s Fall Protection and Access Systems specialists are able to meet
on-site or in-house to discuss your requirements, review drawings,
building structures and factory facilities. All relevant standards,
building codes, OHS and height safety legislation are taken into
account to provide a Total Safe Access Solution. That’s the Ferno Way.
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Use of this equipment
If you use Ferno equipment, you are responsible for learning and utilising safe techniques. We disclaim all liability for any injury or
loss arising from the use of this equipment. It is the user’s responsibility for maintaining this equipment in correct working condition.
The products in this catalogue are designed for specific purposes and must not be used in any manner other than for which they
are designed. Do not use any equipment in this catalogue until you receive proper training in the use of that equipment.
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CABLE SYSTEMS

MultiSafe Uni-8
The MultiSafe Uni-8 is an aesthetically pleasing design that best suits industrial and commercial applications where installation is
required to steel beams and concrete structures. Examples for use would be concrete walls and structural steel applications.
It offers excellent functionality through its free flowing bypass capacity and ability to navigate corners and structural contours.
In typical circumstances it can span up to 12 metres between anchors and will support multiple workers for both fall arrest and
fall restraint applications. Made from high grade 316 stainless steel and designed with minimal moving parts the Uni-8 provides
excellent value for money.

Roofsafe Cable Systems
The Roofsafe Cable System is an aesthetically pleasing design that best suits industrial, commercial and domestic applications
where installation is required to the exterior of the roof. Examples for use would be most commercial and industrial roof
construction applications.
The Roofsafe Cable System provides continuous hands free access by multiple workers and can span up to 12 metres between
anchors, providing system calculations are correctly adhered to. The Roofsafe Cable System comprises of 316 stainless steel
cable and fittings with a multifunctional base plate that’s suitable for most roof structures and claddings.
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CABLE SYSTEMS
MultiSafe Uni-8 Overhead
The MultiSafe Uni-8 Overhead System provides safe work at heights with fall arrest and restraint capabilities to a variety of
otherwise dangerous situations. Suitable for use 1.6 metres or more above a work area it provides a hands-free system with in
line energy absorbers and spans up to 30 metres between anchorage fittings providing and uninterrupted access for multiple
workers up to 140 kg. Examples of use would be workshop maintenance bays where safe access to transport vehicle roofs are
necessary.

MultiSafe Uni-16
The MultiSafe Uni-16 product is best suited to applications where a reduction in structural penetrations is desirable. In many
circumstances it can span from 25 to 50 metres between support brackets. The free flowing bypass capability can navigate
corners and contours in building designs allowing it to be installed in some of the most demanding and complex fall protection
sites. Components including the 16 mm wire rope are made from quality 316 stainless steel supporting multiple workers for
fall arrest and fall restraint work applications. Cable options including grey, black and orange help to blend the system with the
building environment or highlight the cable for additional safety.
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RAIL SYSTEMS
RoofSafe Rail Systems
The RoofSafe Rail product is best suited for roof access and fall protection as well as an anchor point for suspended work
positioning for external facade access, inspection and maintenance. It is capable of navigating corners and changes of direction
providing complete design flexibility while allowing support of multiple workers for both fall arrest and fall restraint work
applications. The solid anchorage system ensures no deflection or unnecessary loading of anchor points during use which
provides the user with a high level of confidence and is beneficial on roofs with a pitch of more than 15 degrees.

MultiSafe UniRail
The MultiSafe Unirail offers a high level of user safety with an aesthetically pleasing appearance. It’s suitable for internal and
external facade access, inspection and maintenance, suspended gantries and small fall arrest safety installations. The product
can be fitted to steel beams, concrete and brickwork and span up to 3 metres. The rail systems array of anchorage brackets
allows the system to navigate building corners and contours providing excellent functionality. Its flexibility through it’s free
flowing attachment carriage with no brackets to pass over provides a truly hands free system. 6082 T6 Aluminium components
ensure a quality safety system that will withstand harsh environments and can be powder coated for further protection or to
minimise visual impact on a building.
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VERTICAL SYSTEMS
Ladder Cable Systems
Our ladder cable system has been designed to be cost effective without compromising quality or safety. Suitable for large
utilities networks such as telecoms, electricity and wind farm operators or industrial safety applications for ladder safety to
access roofs, silos, lighting columns, ships masts, theme park rides, bridges, etc. The system allows workers to ascend and
descend with confidence providing maximum flexibility but ensuring the worker remains as close to the structure as possible
during climbing, reducing travel distance in the event of a fall. A tensioned 8 mm stainless steel cable runs the length of the
system and is supported by intermediate cable supports and a wide range of components facilitate installations in demanding
environments. Available with or without an energy absorbing element.

Skytac – Height Access System
The Skytac Height Access System provides fall proof ladder climbing to any height. The system utilises a rescue running device
that attaches to the fixed guide rail and the user’s harness. In the event of a fall the rescue running device will catch the user
within a distance of 55 mm, minimising further injury. The system consists of a galvanized 3 mm steel C-profile guide rail with
rungs that have a slight upward profile to reduce slip and provide a supportive standing. The system also allows for overhangs of
up to 8 degrees. Each device includes an integral fall indicator. Rung distance: 280 mm, step width per side: 150 mm.
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VERTICAL SYSTEMS
HI-SAFE

by

Climb Safe Ladder System
Code HS-CS

This complete system is designed for providing safety when
ascending or descending ladders. A worker attaches their safety
harness to the cable via a cable adjuster with shock absorbing
lanyard (HS-CS1000 sold separately). They can then move, hands
free, up and down the ladder system. The system is mounted
as a permanent fixture with the use of a top mounted bracket
with energy absorber and a bottom mounted bracket with a
cable tension system. The ladder system is also supplied with
flexible 8 mm steel cable and supplied ready for installation
with instructions.

Top mounted bracket
with energy absorber

Cable tension system

Cable guide to reduce lateral movement
(supplied on systems 15 m or longer)

HI-SAFE

by

Cable Adjuster for Ladder System
Code HS-CS1000

The HS-CS1000 is the recommended adjuster for the above ladder system. It
comes complete with built-in energy absorber, two steel screw gate karabiners and
stainless steel cable adjuster. The adjuster can be removed from the cable allowing
use on other ladder systems but remains locked when the karabiner is in place.
Sold separately to ladder system.
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ROOF ANCHORS & BRACKETS - TEMPORARY
Ferno EDGElok ™ Temporary Anchor *
Code FWEEL

The unique design of the Ferno EDGElok anchor allows multi-depth adjustment to suit varying roof cladding profiles. The
EDGElok is robust yet light-weight and collapsible so it can be carried from job to job for repeated use. For additional safety the
EDGElok incorporates an energy absorbing arm with fall indicator. The EDGElok is of alloy and stainless steel construction and
finished in high visibility safety red. It is tested to meet the requirements of the AS/NZS1891.4 anchorage specifications for 15
kN single person fall arrest.
•

Multi depth adjustment to suit varying roof cladding profiles

•

Light weight and collapsible

•

Easily transported from job to job for repeated use

•

Incorporates an energy absorbing arm with fall indicator

•

Finished in high visibility safety red all steel construction

•

Meets the requirements of the AS/NZS1891.4

•

Rated at 15 kN fall arrest for single person use

Ferno ROOFlok™ Temporary Anchor System*
Code FWERF

The Ferno ROOFlok is lightweight and compact allowing it to be moved from job to job and it is easy to attach to most roofs
using the supplied screws and fablok fittings. The ROOFlok is supplied with the ANCHORsafe Shock Limiter, a 360 degree swivel
attachment device that provides the user with uninterrupted access to their work area. The ANCHORsafe also absorbs the force
or shock load sustained in the event of a fall.
•

Supplied with ANCHORsafe Shock Limiter

•

Swivels 360 degree for uninterrupted access

•

Absorbs the shock load in the event of a fall

•

Easy to attach using supplied screws and fabloks

•

Can be moved from job to job

•

Lightweight and compact

•

Stainless steel construction for durability

•

Rated at 15 kN “Fall Arrest” for single person use

•

Meets the requirements of AS/NZS1891.4

•

Easily installed using standard drill bits and drivers (no riveting tools required)

Fablok fitting

Spyda Temporary Anchor Point*
Code SAY-AP145.20 (clamp) SAY-AP145.10 (screw fix)

The Spyda Temporary Anchor Point provides the user with the
option to clip or screw fix to most roof structure and incorporates
an energy absorbing swivel eye lanyard attachment point.
•

Multiple slatted fixing points and pivot arms to suit any application

•

Lightweight (10 kg), relocatable and folds into compact carry bag

•

All fixings and seals included in package

•

Meets the requirements of AS/NZS1891.4

*Must be used with a personal energy absorber and lanyard system. Any roof structure must be inspected by a competent person and deemed strong enough to yield the required
forces prior to application. If in doubt consult an engineer for clarification.
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ROOF ANCHORS & BRACKETS - TEMPORARY
Temporary Weighted Roof Anchor
The free standing modular weighted roof anchor system was designed to overcome areas where water proofing or structural
penetration maybe an issue. The galvanised steel system consists of four weighted corners with a central anchorage point rated at
15kN. The modular design is manufactured and designed meeting the fall arrest requirements of AS/NZS1891.4
•

Portable design making installation easy

•

Meets AS / NZS1891.4 15kN fall arrest

•

Hot dip galvanised steel construction (coating meets AS / NZS 4792)

•

Suitable for mineral felt, single ply membrane, concrete, and stone chip
roofs (subject to additional weight)

•

Total assembled weight is 260 kg

•

Maximum componet weight is 25 kg

•

Useable up to 5° roof pitch

Ferno LADlok Ladder Gutter Bracket
The Ferno LADlok Ladder Gutter Bracket is designed to attach to your ladder and become part of your ladder system - ready for work
whenever you are. The Ferno LADlok enables your ladder to be placed in position before work access - thus eliminating the problem
of the ladder top not being secured before climbing.
•

Fits most portable rung type ladders

•

Fits most gutter profiles

•

Supplied with 90 mm extension brackets for larger ladder frames

•

Limits ladder movement for safe and confident use

•

Rubber seal backs to protect gutter from surface scratches

•

Australian designed for Australian conditions

•

Quality steel construction with durable powder coat finish

•

Quick and easy to install

•

Attractively priced

•

For parapets and railings use Ferno SCAFlok

Ferno SCAFlok Parapet & Rail Ladder Bracket
The Ferno SCAFlok Ladder Bracket is designed to attach to your ladder and become part of your ladder system - ready for work
whenever you are. The Ferno SCAFlok enables your ladder to be placed in position before work access - thus eliminating the
problem of the ladder top not being secured before climbing. The bracket is designed to extend from 130 mm to 250 mm in its
normal position. Removing the slider blade from the main body and reversing enables the bracket to reduce from 130 mm to 20
mm. The bracket becomes a handy unit for the purpose of accessing factory / construction parapets, purlins, timber trusses, steel
portals, and pipework where the ladder needs to be secured before climbing. The SCAFlok is an ideal quick and easy solution for
stabilising your access needs.
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•

Fits most portable rung type ladders

•

Fits parapets, rails ,beams , timber trusses, steel portals, pipework

•

Supplied with 90 mm extension brackets for larger ladder frames

•

Limits ladder movement for safe and confident use

•

Rubber seal backs to protect parapet from surface scratches

•

Australian designed for Australian conditions

•

Quality steel construction with durable powder coat finish

•

Quick and easy to install

•

Attractively priced

ROOF ANCHORS & BRACKETS - PERMANENT
Ferno SURFACElok™ Permanent Anchor*
Code FWESL

The Ferno SURFACElok™ is a unique and versatile anchor system made from stainless steel for durability, longevity and aesthetic
appeal. Its unique design incorporates a myriad of fastening holes making it compatible with most roof profiles and structures.
The Ferno SURFACElok is supplied with the ANCHORsafe Shock Limiter, a 360 degree swivel attachment device that provides
the user with uninterrupted access to their work area. The ANCHORsafe also absorbs the force or shock load sustained in the
event of a fall. Each SURFACElok Anchor is supplied with an individually numbered, anodised alloy, tamper evident tag that
provides for annual inspection details to be recorded.
•

Supplied with ANCHORsafe Shock Limiter

•

Swivels 360 degree for uninterrupted access

•

Absorbs the shock load in the event of a fall

•

Compatible for most roof profiles and structures

•

Tamper evident, inspection tag with serial number

•

Quick and easy installation process

•

Supplied with tek screws, rivets and sealing tape

•

Stainless steel construction for durability

•

Aesthetically pleasing design and appearance

Ferno PURLINlok™ Permanent Anchor*

Code FWE-PL CORR (corrugated) FWE-PL TRIM (trim deck) FWE-PL FLAT (flat) FWE-PL FLAT flat roof

The Ferno PURLINlok™ Roof Anchor range is available with a suite of base plates providing the user with an easy to install,
permanently mounted anchor system for most roof structures. The Ferno PURLINlok is supplied with the ANCHORsafe Shock
Limiter, a 360 degree swivel attachment device that provides the user with uninterrupted access to their work area.
The ANCHORsafe also absorbs the force or shock load sustained in the event of a fall. Each PURLINlok Anchor is supplied with
an individually numbered, anodised alloy, tamper evident tag that provides for annual inspection details to be recorded.
•

Supplied with ANCHORsafe Shock Limiter

•

Swivels 360 degree for uninterrupted access

•

Absorbs the shock load in the event of a fall

•

Variety of base plates for most roof structures

•

Tamper evident, inspection tag with serial number

•

Quick and easy installation process

•

Supplied with sealing tape, purlin setting block and string applicator

•

Stainless steel construction for durability and longevity

•

Meets the requirements of AS/NZS1891.4

•

Rated at 22 kN fall arrest for two person use

HI-SAFE

Hi-Safe RA10 Permanent Anchor*

by

Code HS-RA10 CORR (corrugated) , HS-RA10 TRIM (trim deck), HS-RA10 FLAT (flat )

The Hi-Safe RA10 Anchor range is available in an array of base plates providing the user with an easy to install, permanently
mounted anchor system for most roof structures. The anchor attachment point sits high and proud providing the user with
good clearance options. Each Hi-Safe RA10 Anchor is supplied with an individually numbered, anodised alloy, tamper evident
tag that provides for annual inspection details to be recorded.
•

Supplied with tamper evident
Inspection tag with serial number

•

Full stainless steel construction

•

M12 eye bolt 120 mm

•

Easy installation

•

Supplied with purlin setting block and string applicator

•

Meets AS/NZS1891.4 anchorage requirements

•

Rated at 15 kN “Fall Arrest” for single person use

*Must be used with a personal energy absorber and lanyard system. Any roof structure must be inspected by a competent person and deemed
strong enough to yield the required forces prior to application. If in doubt consult an engineer for clarification.
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ROOF ANCHORS & BRACKETS - PERMANENT
HI-SAFE

by

Hi-Safe RA45 Permanent Anchor*
Code HS-RA45

For tile, slate or metal roof structures with timber purlins with access from
the underside. Each Anchor is supplied with an individually numbered,
anodised alloy, tamper evident tag that provides for annual inspection
details to be recorded.
•

Supplied with tamper evident, alloy inspection tag with serial number

•

Access for fitting is from below roof line

•

Includes two galvinised purlin brace, all thread, hardware and anchor

•

Meets the requirements of AS/NZS1891.4

•

Rated at 22 kN fall arrest for two person use

HI-SAFE

by

Hi-Safe LS25 Ladder Bracket Parapet
Code HS-LS25

The Hi-Safe LS25 Ladder Bracket Parapet provides a simple and secure
ladder mount preventing ladders slipping from parapet type structures.
The design also allows ladders to be tied off for increased safety and
security.
•

3 mm alloy anti slip substrate

•

Alloy substrate makes onsite drilling easy

•

Integrated tie-off cable

•

The design protects the parapet from damage

•

Access sign can be attached easily

•

Tie off cable can slide through or wrap around the rung

HI-SAFE

by

Hi-Safe LS25 Ladder Bracket Gutter
Code HS-LS25G

The Hi-Safe LS25 Ladder Bracket Gutter provides a simple and secure ladder mount
preventing ladders slipping from most structures with exterior gutters. The design
allows ladders to be tied off for increased safety and security.
•

3 mm alloy anti slip substrate

•

Alloy substrate makes onsite drilling easy

•

Integrated tie-off cable

•

The design protects the gutter from damage

•

Access sign can be attached easily

•

Tie off cable can slide through or wrap around
the rung

HI-SAFE

by

Hi-Safe Ladder Lock

Code HS-LLO (parapet), HS-LLOG (gutter)

Hi-Safe Ladder Locks are available for either guttered roofs or parapet building
structures. They can be securely fastened and are an ideal alternative to permanent
ladder systems. A one metre handrail provides stability when transitioning from ladder
to roof which is the most critical point in portable ladder egress and regress.
Complies with relevant Australian Standards and guidelines.
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HEIGHT SAFETY SIGNAGE
Installation Tools, Accessories and Hardware
Ferno also offers a convenient range of specialised tools, accessories and hardware.

Fablok fixing
12 gauge hex head
carbon steel screw, with
8 mm alloy body sleeve &
neoprene washer
Ferno anchor tag and cable tie

Gesipa Battery Riveter
(supplied with battery & charger)

Gesipa Hand Riveter

Sealing foam

Bulb tite rivets 8 mm (50 pk)
14 guage x 65 mm timber screws (50 pk)

Roof Safety Signage
Safety Signage is an integral part of your safety in the workplace. Safe roof access is no exception to the rule and in certain
applications safety signage may be required to appropriately warn personnel that a hazard exists. Ferno have provided a
basic range of signage that can be selected for common place roof access and working at height hazards. All signs shown are
standard 300 mm x 225 mm in size. All messages are non- reflective on a 1mm colour bond substrate provided in the colours
shown.
•
1 mm colour bond steel substrate
•
Sizes 300 mm x 225 mm
•

Layout and formats as shown

•

Custom colours and sizes priced on application

•

Applicable colours as shown

•

No fixings supplied
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LADDER , WALKWAY & GUARDRAIL SYSTEMS
Ladder and Walkway Systems
Ferno takes pride in being able to offer and supply a complete range of access solutions that facilitate safe access for a variety of
situations. Our modular ladder and platforms are fabricated from high grade alloys and provide a lightweight, yet robust design
that allows quick onsite assembly and installation. Our walkway systems are available in either high grade, alloy or industrial
grade, U.V. stabilised fiberglass. All modular systems meet the requirements of the AS/NZS1657 1992 standards for ladders,
walkways and fixed platforms. For additional user safety, proprietary fall protection items such as vertical fall arrest and enclosed
caged systems can be added.
•

Walkways - available in non-slip alloy or fibreglass

•

All ladders and platforms are manufactured using alloy materials

•

All ladders and platforms are compliant to AS 1657-1992 & AS/NZS1891.4-2009

•

Our ladders are available in pre-fabricated kits or custom built to suit

Free Standing Modular Edge Protection
The free standing modular counter weight edge protection system was designed to overcome areas where water proofing or
structural penetration maybe an issue. The galvanised tubular system is easily managed when installing and transporting due
to its modular flat pack design. The system is designed for permanent handrail edge protection applications however it can
relocated easily due to the grub screw tube clamp connectors.
•

Manufactured and designed to AS1657-1992 loading & deflection requirements

•

Top rails and mid rails galvinised tube

•

Cast iron tube clamps with quick assembly grub screws meets AS2074

•

No on site welding or bending required

•

Suitable for mineral felt & single ply membrane roofs

•

Top rails and mid rails are in 6 m lengths

•

Base plates 15 kg each

A survey of the intended area should be carried out to determine which design configuration should be used.
All installations are priced on application.
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PULL DOWN ACCESS LADDERS
Amboss Pull Down Access Ladders
Where exterior access to a building roof is difficult, security is a concern or it simply makes sense to access your roof via
the ceiling space then an Amboss pull down ladder system is the solution. The pull down ladder system offers solutions
for domestic, commercial, heavy commercial and fire rated building applications where safe internal access and egress is
required to a ceiling space or roof.
All ladders are manufactured meeting the Building Code of Australia and all statutory OHS codes and guidelines. The pull
down systems are available in load ratings ranging from 150 kg - 400 kg.
All access ladders are manufactured in welded aluminium and made in 3 sections for optimum strength, easy operation
and easy reach. All systems are available in standard flat pack kits in a range of predetermined heights or if your application
is outside the standard size range we can offer a fabricated system to suit. All ladders are provided with a full tread for
increased safety.

Commercial Series
The Commercial Series pull-down access ladder comes complete with smooth access panel, no visible screws or hinges,
neat metal architrave, draft seal, perfect counter balancing, adjustable ladder with bottom step always the same distance
off the floor as spacing from other steps.
This system is ideal to create safe access to the ceiling space for a storage facility, access to plant room, rooftop access, or
easy access by maintenance personnel to air-conditioning units, etc. Easy installation in joist or truss type ceilings.

Fire-Rated Series
The latest addition to the commercial series is the Amboss Inferno-Boss access ladder. The Inferno-Boss has been tested
and fire-rated to AS1530.4-2005 at 90/90. This model will accommodate ceiling heights up to 3000 mm. All ladders
manufactured on a gradiant, at 68° approximately with 400 mm wide treads and comes with a standard handrail.
•

All ladders manufactured from high grade
aluminium

•

Complies with the Australian Building Code

•

Available for domestic, commercial and fire rated
applications

•

140 - 400 kg load ratings

•

Full treads for increased safety (a preference over
rung type systems)

•

Flat pack kit sets fully assembled or manufactured
to suit

•

Concealed hinges, draft sealed, smooth ceiling
panel finish

•

Height adjustable

•

Trouble free spring balancing

•

Additional items like handrails or grab rails can be
supplied to suit
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RESCUE SYSTEMS
Ferno Evac Rescue Descent Kits
Ferno Evac Rescue Descent Systems contain all the gear you need to self rescue or evacuate one to two persons from structures
such as towers, wind turbines, masts, high bay lift trucks and cranes. The heart of each kit is a controlled rate descent device
with lifting capabilities that is suited for either one or two person, self rescue evacuation. The 15:1 geared recovery mechanism
provides quick retrieval of a fallen or suspended person, minimising the potential for deadly suspension trauma. Once the
hook is lowered and connected to the suspended persons harness fall arrest loops, the rescuer winds the person far enough
to release the load on the lanyard. Once released the rescuer can lower or raise the person to safety. The rescue procedure is
simple and does place the rescuer in any danger. The standard kit is supplied with 50 metres of 11 mm kernmantle rope that
conforms to Australian Standards, customised lengths up to 160 metres can be supplied. Rate of descent: 0.8 m per second.
Each kit meets standards EN341 Class A, EN1496 Class A, ANSI Z359.4

Min-Evac 2P Kit
•

Simply hub style raise and lower handle

•

Rate of ascent: 0.2 m per second depending on operator competence and fitness

Lift-Evac Kit
•

The single ratchet handle is telescopic to give more leverage when required and a fixed second handle provides stability

•

Rate of ascent: 0.2 m per second depending on operator competence and fitness

Lift-Evac Double Kit
•

Two ratcheting, telescopic handles provide superior leverage, stability and control

•

Rate of ascent: 0.4 m per second depending on operator competence and fitness

UL-160-669-507

Mini-Evac 2P Kit
Qty.

Code

UL-160-669-509

Lift-Evac Kit

Description

50 m UL-163-660-602 11 mm Kernmantle Rope (additional lengths available)
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1

VBS HIVIS 100

Heavy Duty Rope Bag 100 m

1

VCT 595TBZO

Karabiner Steel Triplock 50 kN

1

VSL S30KN 1500 Flat Snake Sling 30 kN 50 mm x 1500 mm

1

VSL R32KN 1500 Round Sling 32 kN 25 mm x 1500 mm

1

FWE2090

Ferno Res-Q-Link Recovery Pole

1

(as pictured)

Rescue Decent Hardware (choice of 3)

UL-160-669-510

Lift-Evac Double Kit

DESIGN CALCULATIONS
Designing proprietary engineered fall protection systems is a calculated process and involves engineering databases that
provide vital information on applied forces to structures and components that make up the system.
Proprietary engineered systems are made up of individual components that are traceable to sample testing in accordance to
AS/NZS1891.2 and EN795C and as a complete system have a design database like the example shown to establish the design
limitations, forces and fall clearances involved in a given application.

Example of Design Calculation
These design calculations and processes are critical in the selection of a credible fall protection systems provider.
Left end MAL = 10.90 kN
(In-line Absorber end)

Right end MAL = 11.09 kN

Maximum tension = 11.09 kN

Minimum clearance required below
anchorage level = 4.03m

Distance
from platform
to safety line
= 2.1m

MAL = Maximum Arrest Load

Dynamic deflection
= 0.47 m

Note 1:
When calculating
minimum clearance
distances,
consideration should
be given to obstacles
beneath the work area

MAL = 3.92 kN

Note 2:
Both structural anchors
must be capable of
withstanding a MAL
with a safety factor
of 2, in accordance
with EN795

Minimum clearance required below
platform level = 1.93m
Safety margin = 1.0 m

Figure 1 - Example of design calculation based on a MultiSafe Uni-8 overhead system using a cable fall arrest block
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Figure 2 - Correct anchor spacing on the purlins
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Figure 3 - Roof areas over 20 metres in width implement the perimeter anchor method or consider a safety static line
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ROOF SET UP EXAMPLES
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Figure 4 - Roofs up to 20 metres in width implement the standard anchor positioning as shown

Figure 5 - Insure correct rope length is used

SECONDARY/DIVERSION ANCHOR

PRIMARY ANCHOR

‘DEAD ZONE’

HIGH ‘DEAD ZONE’

2000

Figure 6 - Incorrect anchor layouts create large dead zones / Correct anchor layouts reduce dead zones

Below 15 degree roof pitch

16 degree roof pitch continuous connection
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Figure 7 - Roof Pitches
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